BIOETHICAL DECISIONS TO END LIFE

The literature on decisions to forego life-prolonging treatment for the patient with a fatal or severely debilitating medical condition continues to proliferate. Can one hope to add to the probings and sortings performed on the already voluminous debates of years past? Current authors continue to nuance the now classic Roman Catholic distinction between “ordinary” (mandatory) and “extraordinary” (optional) means of life support, and to do so in reaction to developing uses of medical technology and to court cases regarding removal of treatment. But despite continuity in the way issues are framed, recent literature also bears distinctive colorations. Taking an ever higher profile are artificial nutrition and hydration, direct euthanasia, and the economic consequences for those at the margins of the health care system of an aggressive war against the deaths of irremediably fragile patients.

First, one catalyst to the “extraordinary” or “disproportionate” means debate has been withdrawal of artificial sustenance from individuals in a “persistent vegetative state” (PVS), highlighted last year by the Supreme Court’s decision in Cruzan. Second, end-of-life decisions have shifted ever more decisively onto new ground with the burgeoning vigor of an international movement to legalize direct euthanasia. In 1984, the Netherlands Supreme Court virtually removed legal sanctions against physicians performing euthanasia. Thirdly, contemporary Catholicism’s emphasis on the “preferential option for the poor” increasingly draws attention to potential conflicts between the perceived medical needs of


3 In a focus section on PVS, the Hastings Center Report (18/1 [1988] 26–47) featured Susan M. Wolf, Ronald E. Cranford, Baruch A. Brody, Paul W. Armstrong and B. D. Cohen, and Daniel Wikler. Cranford estimates 5,000 to 10,000 PVS patients in the U.S. Although they have permanently lost the capacity for consciousness, the intact brainstem maintains heartbeat and respiration, allowing them to survive for up to 20 years or even longer in a “vegetative” state. In most cases, fluids and nutrition are provided by medical means such as nasogastric tubing or gastrostomy (“The Persistent Vegetative State: The Medical Reality [Getting the Facts Straight]” 31).
those enjoying access to relatively high levels of treatment, and distributive justice in providing a "decent minimum" of care to all. Should the rationing of health care which is now accomplished de facto by race and socioeconomic class be resituated on some more rational foundation? This triad of interdependent issues will structure the analysis to follow.

Cruzan

In June, 1990, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the case of 32-year-old Nancy Cruzan,4 doomed to PVS by a 1983 car accident, that only competent persons have a right to refuse life-saving medical treatments. Conversely, artificial sustenance may be withdrawn from the incompetent only when there exists "clear and convincing evidence" that their wishes to that effect were once expressed. The belief of Cruzan's parents, relying on testimony of a friend of their daughter, that she would not want to be kept alive in her present condition, was deemed insufficient to warrant the removal of her feeding tubes. On the other hand, the Cruzan decision does imply a right to refuse life support via advance directives or designation of a durable power of attorney.5 Cruzan has been criticized both by those who regard any withdrawal of feeding as morally tantamount to mercy-killing, and by those who would guarantee to physically devastated incompetent patients the right of refusal recognized for competent persons in similar conditions. The case highlights two issues: the definition of "extraordinary," disproportionate, optional means for patients in PVS or comparable conditions, especially whether feeding itself can ever become a morally dispensable form of care; and whether decisions to refuse or discontinue treatment can be undertaken on behalf of incompetent patients who have not had the foresight to prepare a reliable indication of their preferences.

A response of Richard McCormick opens onto these issues.6 Negatives are that Cruzan distances the decision-making prerogative from the family setting;7 that no protection whatsoever is afforded to those who


6 Clear and Convincing Evidence: The Case of Nancy Cruzan," to appear in Midwest Medical Ethics (Kansas City, Mo.: Midwest Bioethics Center).

7 Arguing that other states need to develop better surrogate decision-making procedures involving the family are William H. Colby, Pete Busalacchi, and Joanne Lynn and Jacqueline Glover, all in Hastings Center Report 20/5 (1990) 5–7, 10–11.
have never been competent; that the demand for clear evidence from the patient to cease life-preserving measures might deter from initiating them at all; and that the affirmed state interest in preserving life seems to apply indiscriminately to the preservation of biological life as such.\(^8\) But positively, the decision provides only that “Missouri’s heightened evidentiary requirement was not unconstitutional,” not that every state must require an equal burden of proof;\(^9\) and that a “liberty [not privacy] interest” in refusing treatment does exist. But McCormick finds the Court’s analysis vulnerable: it disallows any “quality of life” dimension in balancing Cruzan’s interests with those of the state. “The urgent question is the evaluation of life in a persistent vegetative state. Is such a life a value to the one in such a state? Is its preservation a benefit to the patient and therefore a state interest?” McCormick concludes that, for patients who are irreversibly comatose (e.g., in PVS), the presumption should be against treatment. He voices a strong conviction that the public would be virtually unanimous in rejecting artificial nutrition as of no benefit to themselves were they ever in a state like that of Cruzan. McCormick implies that “substituted judgment” for incompetents, based on individual “wishes,” is really no substitute for objective “best interests” criteria, including quality of life considerations.\(^10\)

Some pro-life advocates disagree. James Bopp, president of the National Legal Center for the Medically Dependent and Disabled, assumes that it “can hardly be disputed” that if feeding can prolong Cruzan’s life, then feeding is in her “best interests.”\(^11\) Not only does he claim that feeding in itself is not economically or physically burdensome, but he also isolates it from any broader quality of life judgment. Mark E. Chopko, general counsel for the United States Catholic Conference, grants that, although the morality of feeding in Cruzan’s case is “debatable,” “there

---

\(^8\) Dennis Brodeur agrees that the Court overemphasized the state’s interest in preserving life, preempting the family as decision-maker (“The Ethics of Cruzan,” *Health Progress* 71/8 [1990] 42-47).

\(^9\) In an excellent ethical and legal overview, Robert F. Weir and Larry Gostin maintain that physicians often feel constrained by legal uncertainty to act conservatively, but the implications of the Cruzan decision are actually narrow (“Decision to Abate Life-Sustaining Treatment for Nonautonomous Patients: Ethical Standards and Legal Liability for Physicians After Cruzan,” *Journal of the American Medical Association* 264 [1990] 1846-53).

\(^10\) Law professor Charles Baron agrees: “What actually drives death decisions in PVS cases is an objective test based on the convergence of ‘best interests’ and economic criteria. ‘No one would really want to go on like this, so what is the point of expending all this effort and money?’” (“On Taking Substituted Judgment Seriously,” *Hastings Center Report* 20/5 [1990] 8).

should be a presumption favoring such basic means for human life."\textsuperscript{12} Unaddressed is the issue whether the nature of nutrition as "basic" changes when it is artificially infused. And Chopko's assertion that Cruzan is not "terminally ill" is open to question. She does have a pathology which will lead certainly to death, absent medical intervention. The criterion "terminal illness" may not be useful in addressing proportionate means, since a potentially death-dealing condition is assumed in any case in which death would follow an act of omission. "Terminally ill" must either denote only patients for whom there is available no life-prolonging treatment, or else every patient whose death would ensue on omission of treatment is "terminally ill."

\textit{Artificial Nutrition and Hydration}

A substantial literature on foregoing life supports provides a backdrop against which to ponder the problems that Cruzan magnifies. Guiding questions include: (1) Should the proportionality of any given means be evaluated only in terms of its own immediate effects on patient welfare, or also in view of the \textit{overall condition} and prospects of the life which that means sustains? (2) Is "quality of life" a valid consideration and a helpful category in making a determination that a means of life support is or is not an excessive burden to the patient? What factors or characteristics of human life could be considered relevant components of quality? Ought quality of life judgments be made by proxy, or only by the patient? (3) In either case, is excessive "burden" wholly relative to subjective preferences, or is the judgment accountable to some \textit{objective frame of reference}? (4) What is the meaning of the term "person," and how do attributions of personhood function in decisions to provide or forego treatments for incompetent individuals? (5) How does a \textit{social justice} context influence the morality of using life-prolonging medical means?

Two basic schools of thought have emerged within Catholicism: an absolute or strong presumption in favor of feeding; and a presumption that the worth of feeding is seriously compromised if total quality of life is very poor.\textsuperscript{13} Both viewpoints claim consistency with Catholic "tradi-


\textsuperscript{13} See Michael D. Place, "The End of Human Life: Ethical and Public Policy Questions," \textit{Chicago Studies} 27 (1988) 257–70. Place helpfully places Catholic writers (theologians Barry, Connery, McCormick; lawyers Horan and Grant; and a 1987 statement prepared by the Pope John XXIII Center) and some positions of the U.S. hierarchy in four groups, reflected in my analysis. Place suggests that, given lack of consensus, the Church need not support any public policy to make legally impossible what may be morally legitimate.
tion" on ordinary and extraordinary means. That tradition has held that either physical uselessness or "burdensomeness" is sufficient to make a means optional, even if in its absence death will result. But the precise meanings of these terms are disputed.

The first group exhibits a high-profile "pro-life" commitment, and also fears that extending "extraordinary" means to include feeding, even when medically administered, could create a threat to others with disabilities. It comprises three related positions: (a) withdrawal of feeding from incompetents is never justified; or, (b) following the lead of the late John Connery, it can be justified only if the use of the specific means in and of itself is burdensome or useless to the patient. (c) Others give the latter view a more stringent formulation by claiming that provision of food and fluids cannot be a burden to an unconscious person. It is optional only when "useless" for one of two reasons: the person is imminently dying, or is no longer able even to assimilate the nourishment provided.

Representing a second perspective are authors who do not perceive a commitment to deter abortion and euthanasia as inconsistent with the possibility that artificial feeding may be useless or burdensome in relation to total quality of life, and hence not morally required. Like McCormick, they propose a presumption against feeding the permanently comatose, permitting refusal by proxy.

A major recent contributor to the position in favor of mandating nutrition and hydration is Robert Barry, O.P. In a representative article which includes a historical survey of theological precedents, Barry focuses on nutritional support for nondying (PVS) patients. He poses the ques-

---

14 This is essentially the formulation of Gerald Kelly, S.J., (see n. 2).
16 A recent example is the April 27, 1989, Pastoral Statement of the Florida Bishops, "Life, Death, and the Treatment of Dying Patients," Origins 19 (1989) 47-48. A less clear example is the "Interim Pastoral Statement on Artificial Nutrition and Hydration" issued May 7, 1990 by 16 of the 18 Texas bishops and the Texas Conference of Catholic Health Facilities (Origins 20 [1990] 53-55). The latter makes the criterion the "use of the means themselves," but includes burdens to "family, care provider or community," then concludes by reiterating that the primary concern is "the total well-being of the person in need" (italics added). A sidebar lists 18 related Origins texts.
17 The statement of the Pope John XXIII Center (see n. 13).
18 See James J. Walter and Thomas A. Shannon (n. 37). A precedent is the work of Richard A. McCormick ("To Save or Let Die," America 130 [1974] 6-10). Basically adopting McCormick's criterion of potential for affective relationships, John B. Balsam, O.P., seems to narrow its scope to patients who are already terminally ill. However, he is willing to put irreversibly comatose individuals in that category, since they are "caught up in a dying condition," "staved off" only by modern technology. Of course, this is true of anyone who has a disease which would prove fatal were it not for modern medicine. But Balsam makes the "decisive" criterion not the terminal condition as such, but some ability to attain "the purpose of human life and living" via "cognitive-affective function" (272).
tions whether the withdrawal of "assisted feeding" entails the direct human intention and causation of death, albeit by "omission" (rather than permitting death to result from the underlying disease); whether "quality of life" can justify killing by omission; and whether artificially provided feeding is "a medical treatment" or "an aspect of normal care," and hence always mandatory. Barry argues that traditional authors only rarely and reluctantly justify the refusal of food and drink which can sustain life. Of particular interest is Gerald Kelly, given his influence in defining ordinary and extraordinary means, and his position that it is acceptable to withhold artificially administered nutrition from a comatose patient nearing death. Barry rejects Kelly's position on artificial feeding, since the measure would be "useful" in alleviating the specific pathology to which it is directed (the inability to consume food and water), and in extending life at least briefly.

But it is plausible to interpret Kelly as broadening usefulness beyond extension of life as such by compensating a single impaired function, to include one's state of life as a whole. Kelly envisions that a diabetic person with cancer might legitimately forego insulin in view of the presence of the latter disease. "I am not sure we are justified in stating that the patient must prescind from the cancer in determining her obligation"; the cancer "throws some doubt" on whether the insulin offers "a reasonable hope of success." Particular impairments and their remedies are not isolated but interdependent components of the total welfare of the patient. The bare prolongation of life is not a good always capable of mandating whatever means are necessary to secure it. Moreover, it is not necessarily the case, as Barry suggests, that withdrawal amounts to "abandoning" unconscious terminal patients, and even cancelling all their "moral rights." It is precisely the question whether genuine concern for the welfare of the patient in such a situation mandates or precludes the continuance of life by means of artificial feeding. To say that it does


21 "Feeding the Comatose" 13.

not require it presupposes that the disqualifying criteria of uselessness or burdensomeness apply to the total state and prospects which medical measures enable or fail to enable.

Barry not only explicitly rejects the consideration of life as a whole in defining “burden,” but also maintains that to cause death by removal of artificial nutrition is to directly intend death itself as one’s goal, creating the moral equivalent of mercy killing. Likewise, the late Dennis J. Horan, an activist Catholic pro-life lawyer, refers repeatedly to the removal of artificial feeding from non-terminal comatose patients as “deliberate starvation” representing insidious cultural and legal acceptance of euthanasia.23 A counterinterpretation could see the intention as avoidance of a dehumanizing existence. When artificial sustenance is omitted, the patient is in fact “permitted” to die of the inability to take in food and water. On the latter view, the withdrawal of artificial nutrition and hydration would not be the same as “starving” the patient; it would be medically and morally comparable to the removal of a respirator. To turn off a respirator certainly deprives the body of a necessity for survival as essential and basic as food: air. Yet Catholic ethicists since Pius XII24 have not viewed the removal of a respirator as always the equivalent of “suffocating” a patient. Barry rejects this comparison, replying hyperbolically that “it would make virtually all other forms of nursing care medical treatments as well.”25 Barry is surely right that respirators are much more sophisticated than nasogastric tubes or urinary catheters (which he sees as more analogous). But respirators and feeding tubes have in common one key trait: they are technical means of supplying the body with life-essential substances after it has lost the capacity to intake them on its own.26 Hence the intransigent question. Once feeding requires artificial and at least somewhat invasive means, is it adequate to regard it as simply “basic nursing care” (Barry’s phrase) like hygiene and


26 Rev. Edward J. Bayer, “Intubation of the Irreversibly Comatose: A Response to Robert Barry, O.P.,” (Linacre Quarterly 55/1 [1988] 80), notes that “absolute physical necessities” must be distinguished from the “contrivances” which deliver them (80). Grondelski, “Removal,” thinks that in the respirator patient a key difference is that “integrated functioning has ceased” (298). But this would be true only of patients who, having suffered destruction of the brain stem, are “brain dead,” not in PVS.
shelter? One might just as well see universally mandated feeding as capitulation to a depersonalizing technologic imperative.27

A brief but insightful offering lifts artificial nutrition beyond the battle to define it absolutely as either medical treatment or basic care. Steven H. Miles, M.D., offers experiential vignettes in which feeding bears vastly different social meanings: an "automated feeding ward" in a public hospital for the chronically mentally ill; a dying man whose wife requests that he receive a medically "pointless" IV symbolic of "a nurturing, faithful relationship"; and a comatose cancer patient whose family insists that she receive a meal tray "as a mealtime offering." Miles concludes that feeding "is morally defined in a broader, non-medical, cultural experience," and forms "an integral part of sharing the experience of human passage."28 Either mandated nourishment or the dismissal of all feeding of the comatose as irrational is unbalanced. Though taking a stronger stance in favor of the obligation to feed, Germain Grisez too displays the social significance of feeding. Feeding the comatose "maintains the bond of human communion with them," "a personalistic good," "the good of human solidarity."29 Grisez seems to avoid absolutism by indicating that feeding of the comatose could be stopped in a case of dire communal economic constraints; or when the patient has left a clear directive renouncing it. (Grisez repeatedly refers to that which is foregone as "care." It would be better to clarify that for various reasons care can cease to include feeding.) Of course, even those who argue either that not to feed is to starve, or that to feed is to unacceptably burden the patient, can have in view the goal of humane caregiving. But the genuinely relational nature of care is obscured when its moral meaning is identified absolutely with certain means of providing it.

A key factor motivating much resistance to viewing artificial feeding as elective is that the determination of when to forego it inevitably introduces "quality of life" considerations. If a particular means can prolong life but is still refused, then implicitly the life permitted to end has been judged in some sense not worth living. Barry and others legitimately resist purely utilitarian calculations of the value of life. Yet quality of life judgments may be defensible if they derive primarily from


29 "Should Nutrition and Hydration Be Provided to Permanently Comatose and Other Mentally Disabled Persons?" Linacre Quarterly 57/2 (1990) 32-33.
respect for the needs of the patient and if they meet relatively objective criteria. Some critics collapse quality of life and personhood, assuming that when the quality of a comatose patient’s life is deemed too low to be worth sustaining through artificial means, a judgment has been made that that patient is no longer a “person.” John Grondelski, for instance, accuses McCormick and others (Edward Bayer, John Paris) of “equating personhood with communicative consciousness.”

John Boyle warns against suggestions that “persons who have a lower quality of life also suffer a corresponding diminishment of their human dignity and, consequently, of their claim on the care of others and the health care resources of society.” It is concern for the voiceless that motivates many to equate personhood with humanity as such rather than with any distinctively human traits; and to affirm that all persons have equal moral rights. As the Texas bishops state it, “all humans” are persons made in the image of God and have “the same basic right to life.”

Yet it would be a rare Catholic author who would argue that if quality of life is unacceptably low, the individuals concerned are not persons and do not deserve respect and care. In Boethius’ classic, if to us enigmatic, definition, a “person” is “an individual substance of a rational nature.”

Our quandary about how to articulate our moral obligations to PVS patients arises in part because they belong to a species of a rational nature, but have irrecoverably lost any capacity to realize that nature in their own individuality. Ambiguities in the term “person” are reflected even in remarks of the Pope which identify the moment of death as the time when the physical organism can no longer function as a unity, since he also associates personhood with the conscious ability to love and to seek God: “The value of life springs from what is spiritual in

30 “Removal” 298.
32 “Interim Pastoral Statement” 53.
man . . . . The body is that of a person, a being which is open to superior values, a being capable of fulfillment in the knowledge and love of God.”35 Surely he would not say that patients unable to know and love are beyond the pale of human respect. As a means of indicating the abiding moral claim of even the comatose, the term “person” will have either to be significantly nuanced or replaced.36 Roman Catholic moral theology needs to find a way to predicate a basic value of all humans, while still permitting appropriate moral interpretation of real differences in capacity for consciousness and relationality.

James J. Walter and Thomas A. Shannon tangle with many of these problems in a recent article.37 Discerning no consensus in the Catholic community about withdrawing artificial sustenance from the comatose, they note that even those who see it as elective communicate reluctance, caution and care. Their essay opens with an instructive survey of the U.S. hierarchy about the composition and role of diocesan bioethics committees and their policies on nutrition and hydration. They then move on to reconceptualize and defend “quality of life” as a criterion for removing treatments, especially for PVS patients. Although few dioceses have bioethics committees at all, Shannon and Walter find diversity in responses about whether feeding tubes are to be considered ordinary or extraordinary means. A majority indicate it “depends” on the circumstances, and tend to prefer case-by-case determinations over fixed rules.38

Shannon and Walter defend quality of life as a criterion in making those determinations. Yet they are sensitive to the “fear” of potential critics that decisions “made solely on the presence or absence of certain qualities or properties that a patient’s life possesses” will erode “our duties to protect innocent lives, especially of those most vulnerable in our society.” To assuage misgivings, they proceed by three moves to redefine the referent of “quality.” First, they reject the idea that the value

36 In a substantial article, Philip Smith explains brain death on Thomistic principles. Thomas follows Boethius’ definition of “person,” and would also see any individual substance as a unity of matter and form, or in the human case, of body and soul. The person dies when the soul departs, i.e. when the individual no longer functions as a unity (“Brain Death: A Thomistic Appraisal,” Angelicum 67 [1990] 3–31). Would it be possible to develop a distinction between having a human “soul” and possessing in the concrete a “rational nature” (being a person)? Could it be said that personhood disappears with rationality—but not the soul which still commands respect and protection? Can the soul continue to exist where the person does not?
38 “PVS Patient” 626, 632.
of physical life depends on any property or characteristic, or that life is in any way a "conditional" value. Rather, "all lives are of equal ontic value." They then distinguish between physical life and personhood, adding that "all persons are of equal moral worth." Finally, they insist that "quality" denotes an attribute not of life, but of the relationship between the "medical condition of the patient" and "the patient's ability to pursue life's goals and purposes, understood as the values that transcend physical life." They apparently concede that quality evaluations of life amount to a utilitarianism in which duties "are improperly grounded in what the patient earns through social accomplishments." Instead, what they still call "quality-of-life" judgments must focus exclusively on the benefits and burdens of treatment itself "and/or" those which "will accrue to the patient as a result of treatment" or even to the patient's family and caretakers.

The authors' irenic and moderating effort is to be appreciated, as well as their resistance to pragmatism about life's value. But their premise that all physical lives are ontic values which are equal and not conditional may bear further discussion. In the parlance of recent moral theology, an "ontic" (sometimes "premoral") value exerts a prima facie claim in any decision, but is not absolute. It could be overridden by the competing practical claim of an equal or higher value. The only absolute or "moral" values are those amounting to moral characteristics (virtues) of the person: honesty, charity, faithfulness, etc. These can never be subordinated to any competing good; indeed goods on this highest level, the moral, could never be mutually exclusive. Conversely, to say that a good is "ontic" almost implies a conditional quality, and even an instrumental one. Ontic values are at least subservient to moral values—which is precisely the realm of value into which we enter when we talk about love and human relationships as defining quality of life.

Walter and Shannon appear to want to retain the primacy of such values via their relationship between "medical condition" and pursuit of "life's goals," and at the same time to effect a rapprochement with those who denounce all quality of life judgments as suggesting that some lives are worth more than others. Can they have it both ways? It is not clear that they have invalidated quality of life judgments which are focused on patient (not social) welfare, nor is it certain that they have carved out

39 They are not far, e.g., from William E. May, who insists that "Human bodily life is a great good. It is a good of the person and intrinsic to the person and is not a mere instrumental good or good for the person." But May then insists on what the formulation may demand: "remaining alive is never rightly regarded as a burden" ("Criteria for Witholding or Withdrawing Treatment," Linacre Quarterly 57/3 [1990] 81–82).

an alternative which is substantially different. Indeed, how far is it possible to separate a medical “condition” from the life in that condition, or to separate “quality” judgments about burdens accruing overall from treatment and judgments about properties of the life which that treatment preserves?

The authors’ eventual criterion echoes McCormick: “when a proposed intervention cannot offer the patient any reasonable hope of pursuing life’s purposes at all or can only offer the patient a condition where the pursuit of life’s purposes will be filled with profound frustration or with utter neglect of these purposes because of the energy needed merely to sustain physical life,” then that intervention is against the best interests of the patient himself or herself and is unwarranted. Could the point be reached more directly by saying that all life has an ontic value insofar as it always exerts a prima facie (but not absolute) claim in any moral decision? There is no quality of life the absence of which can make life cease to be at least a prima facie value, and there is certainly no condition of life in which the person would not be valued. Yet certain pathologies and their medical treatments can make the ontic value of a life to be less, in view of the conditions it provides for realizing moral values. Thus it would exercise less influence in a decision about whether to fight disease or permit it to cause death. In any event, Shannon and Walter have advanced these issues by creating room to listen carefully to arguments from different ethico-political constituencies.

The trend is clear to include burdens to family and even society in assessing proportionality. Walters asks if “it is legitimate to include at least some of the burdens imposed on the family and/or society in assessing the patient’s best interests, since the social environment can alleviate or augment the patient’s experience of burden,” and also whether “the interests of others,” should be considered “in their own right.” The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith’s 1980 Declaration on Euthanasia mentions “a desire not to impose excessive expense on the family or the community.” These issues open out onto the vistas of public policy, raising questions of who is to make decision about

41 In an independent essay, James Walter simply speaks of “the burden of the patient’s condition (quality of life) to the patient himself or herself prior to and subsequent to treatment (“Termination of Medical Treatment: The Setting of Moral Limits from Infancy to Old Age,” Religious Studies Review 16 [1990] 304).

42 “PVS Patient” 645. The formulation is essentially that of Richard McCormick (see n. 18).

43 “Termination of Medical Treatment” 305. For an argument that actual quality of life will be integrally tied to contributions from home and society, see Anthony Shaw, “QL Revisited,” Hastings Center Report 18/2 (1988) 10–12.

disproportionate social "burden," and how distribution of health care is to be implemented practically.

Although "burden" has been a large target of recent discussion, Kelly's criterion of "utility" or physical usefulness is also implicated by critiques of overaggressive use of measures which may do little good and even harm. One man filed a lawsuit against nursing home staff who revived him at age 84 against his explicit request.\textsuperscript{45} The meaning and relevance of utility also comes into question when patients insist on futile treatment.\textsuperscript{46} Some suggest that good communication between patient, family, and staff usually can produce a decision consistent with good medical practice; but in any event physicians are not obligated to order interventions expected to provide no medical benefit.\textsuperscript{47} The moral dubiousness of ineffective treatments is compounded when their expense contributes to imbalances in health care distribution among acutely and chronically ill, dying and nondying, young and old, insured and uninsured, whites and people of color.

\textit{Direct Euthanasia}

In the Netherlands, active euthanasia is still a legal offense, and can bring up to twelve years imprisonment. However, a provision that an individual is not punishable if caught in a conflict of duties with a need to act has permitted the development of a pattern of judicial precedents, consolidated by the Supreme Court in 1984, allowing physicians to practice euthanasia under strict conditions: (1) voluntariness, or a persistent and free request by the patient; (2) a "hopeless situation," or serious illness beyond recovery; and (3) consultation with a colleague, who confirms the decision-making process. Both the Royal Dutch Medical Association and a government commission have proposed that the penal code itself be changed in a more permissive direction; yet many physicians find wide toleration of mercy killing discomfiting.\textsuperscript{48} Ameri-


cans are also confronting the problem and expressing ambivalence. An 1988 California "Humane and Dignified Death Initiative" achieved less than a third of the signatures required to place it on the ballot, despite opinion polls evincing support among 70 percent of Californians. The Journal of the American Medical Association published three years ago a letter from an anonymous author, claiming to be a resident awakened at night to attend a cancer patient whom he injected with a life-ending dose of morphine. One empathizes with a young woman suffering horrendously and with a doctor overtaken by a compassionate impulse. Still, the case was repudiated by many who saw a failure of morality, not to mention prudence, in hastily causing the death of a vulnerable stranger.

In a brief essay, Edmund Pellegrino outlines the moral aspects of mercy-killing: the distinction between killing a patient and declining life-support measures; the limits of autonomous choice; the compatibility of physician-assisted suicide with the role of the medical care provider; and the social consequences of legalization. The first of these continues to offer intransigent analytic difficulties. In Catholic tradition as elsewhere, the difference between killing and "allowing to die" has hinged on a supposed factual and moral difference between "directness" and "indirectness" at two levels: the action itself and the intention. The direct policy is evident: Richard Fenigsen, "A Case Against Dutch Euthanasia," and Henk Rigter, "Euthanasia in the Netherlands: Distinguishing Facts from Fiction," Hastings Center Report 19/1 (1989) 22-32; and heated Dutch responses in "Letters," Hastings Center Report 19/6 (1989) 47-52.


"It's Over, Debbie," Journal of the American Medical Association, 259 (1988) 272. Actually, although the case has been received as mercy-killing, its wording does not make fully clear whether the doctor's motive was to kill as such or to relieve pain, even knowing that death would ensue. He or she repeats the intention to "give her rest."


action which causes death represents a greater human involvement than
an action in which one “stands aside,” along with medicine’s technologic
panoply, and lets death ensue from an underlying disease. Although both
actions bring the same result, there is a substantive difference in means
and that difference is morally relevant. A direct intention to cause death
would be a choice of death in itself or for its own sake, rather than
choosing other goods (such as the relief of pain and suffering) to which
death may be a foreseen and necessary but still subsidiary outcome.
Instances of the latter sort are the administration of pain-killers which
hasten death by suppressing vital functions and the withdrawal of “bur­
densome” technologies.

Typical challenges to the worth of the distinction between direct and
indirect euthanasia take the following form. If the outcome is death, and
if that outcome is not wrong or even undesirable in a given situation,
why is the nature of the means morally decisive? After all, acts of
omission also are wrong if circumstances and intent make death an
unjust outcome. This challenge assumes that, even in cases of “withdraw­
ing extraordinary means,” it is not always wrong to intend death as a
provisional good—for this person in this situation—or at least that it is
not possible fully to separate one’s intentions about death and about the
relief of suffering which death provides. The argument for or against
using direct means to cause it then hinges on the credibility of asserting
that directness makes a factual difference in degree of agent involvement,
and that that difference constitutes a morally significant factor. To
prohibit euthanasia absolutely would require arguing not only that di­
rectness makes a difference, but that it is morally decisive, i.e., that it
absolutely determines the moral quality of the act no matter what its
circumstances might be.

A theological response to the “borderline” case where the negativity of
direct involvement might be outweighed by the affliction of the patient
comes from Kenneth L. Vaux. He complements the casuistry of Catholic
moral theology with his more biblical and even paradoxical Protestant
approach, shaped around trust in God as the “giver, sustainer, and
receiver of life”; the nonultimacy of death; and “the ultimacy of grace
and forgiveness.” He thinks that active euthanasia must be “proscribed
in principle” but may be permitted “in exceptional cases,” as for patients
“who are not dying but are suffering from the final stages of Lou Gehrig’s
disease, cystic fibrosis, cerebral palsy, or other irreversible and fatal
afflictions.”

In a contrasting vein, the physician and philosopher Grant Gillett
observes that there is a “curious” discrepancy “between the
intuitions of doctors, which are almost always against active voluntary

euthanasia, and the arguments of philosophers which are almost universally for it." He finds it "striking" that although doctors are convinced of the distinction between killing and letting die, "a defensible ethical difference is hard to find." But Gillett regards the physician's "pause" as "serious moral evidence" rather than emotional irrationality. Declining to rest the argument against direct euthanasia on the weight of the direct/indirect distinction, he draws on a less tightly focused accumulation of negative considerations. The last events of life "are unique and valuable"; death must not be reduced to a last treatment for "discomfort"; a request for death begs a reaffirmation of personal worth; and the human tendency to categorize and simplify is likely to turn even carefully circumscribed euthanasia into "an item in our repertoire of acts." These reasons certainly amount to a strong case for placing euthanasia at the far margins of moral responsibility. Yet in concluding, Gillett seems not to exclude completely the possibility that a doctor "who feels bound in conscience to contravene this sanction" may "be prepared to submit his action to the deepest scrutiny that society can undertake and be vindicated by the overwhelming humanity of his act and that alone."

Any consideration of exceptions at the borderline poses the dilemma of social policy. Should a physician be prepared to suffer martyrdom to the common good's need for strong fences around unacceptable acts? Should the physician be involved in mercy-killing at all, even if it were justified? Although some argue that would erode public trust in the healer, others see hypocrisy in physicians who do not absolutely discount exceptional euthanasia, but refuse to comprehend it within faithful patient "care." As Marcia Angell observes, it is certainly "unsavory" to contemplate the creation of a special class of euthanasiasts. But the bigger question is whether legislation enshrining in a certain anticipatability and emotional distance an action barely justified as marginal and desperate, would have disastrous long-run effects on attitudes toward life, death, and impairment. Dutch policy both permits and condemns the physician-as-killer, as though respectability's cloak must not be conferred even on warranted cases.

One barrier against abuse via extension on utilitarian grounds is limitation to voluntary euthanasia, excluding even advance directives.

---

56 For an experiential example, see George A. Kendall, "Death and Hope: A Case," Homiletic and Pastoral Review 89/8 (1989) 31–47.
57 Euthanasia" 66–67.
59 Angell, "Euthanasia" 1350.
As Jean Davies notes, "killing" in the usual sense is to compassionate voluntary euthanasia as rape is to "making love"—although one might add that even sexual intercourse requires more than voluntariness to achieve moral irreproachability. In 1988 thirty-three medical practitioners, bioethicists, and medical economists from ten countries convened at Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin, to draft what they hoped could become international guidelines for medical decision-making near the end of life. A majority concluded that although requests for euthanasia "by competent patients severely and irremediably suffering as a result of incurable disease may be justified," it nonetheless is "a separate question whether they should be honoured." In particular, "statutory legalisation of the intentional killing of patients by physicians is against the public interest." Building on the distinction between what is morally right in itself and what contributes to or detracts from the common good, many critics of euthanasia adduce the slippery slope argument, often alluding to Nazi judgments that socially useless categories of persons had no right to life. These concerns are valid. Still, for clarity of analysis, a "social danger" argument may be a good reason for prohibiting a practice, but does not necessarily speak to the intrinsic morality of individual acts. Moreover, on euthanasia as on disproportionate treatment, most advocates of "quality of life" criteria are not judging that certain persons are socially worthless or lacking in value and dignity, but that continued life may not be in the interests of some valued persons. And as in the case of withdrawing treatment, it is important to go beyond "wishes".

63 Luke Gormally, e.g., confuses this issue in postulating that the doctor judging some patients "have not got worthwhile lives," denies that "every human being . . . possesses an inalienable dignity" ("Euthanasia: Some Points in a Philosophical Polemic," Linacre Quarterly 57/2 [1990] 18). Yet he is right that the source of dignity is not independence but humanity.
64 As in the statement on "Assisted Death" of a British Institute of Medical Ethics Working Party, approving euthanasia, that the "duty to prolong life is not concerned with all forms of life, but only human life of a quality that the person concerned wishes to have prolonged" (The Lancet 336 [1990] 612).
and "autonomy" and seek some relatively objective criteria (e.g., "severe and irremediable suffering of a physical nature") on which to conclude that death is preferable to continued life.

While autonomy is an insufficient moral guide, it is no less true that some of the public outcry for a "right to die" by active means discloses a sense that appropriate control over one's life and death may be robbed by overzealous wielders of technology, too often also insensitive to needs for comfort and relief of pain. However, control should be placed in the context of other human values frequently neglected in favor of the American spirit of independence and self-sufficiency. This spirit furnished the appeal to Janet Adkins, a woman in the early stages of Alzheimer's disease, of Dr. Jack Kevorkian's "suicide machine." There is truth in Richard Doerflinger's objection that some euthanasia advocates see "individual freedom" as "the noblest feature" of the person. An ethos of free choice can deprive the dying of a sense that dependency is human, supportable, and supported.

A deeper attentiveness to the communal context of bonds among patient, family, and caregivers has shifted Catholic thinking about death and medical care away from what once was a preponderant focus on the character of individual acts. Of course, it has always been typical of the Catholic critique of utilitarian strands of bioethics to decry the dangers of the "slippery slope." But protection of the common good tended to rely somewhat inconsistently on casuist analyses of intrinsically evil acts of killing. Now both traditional and revisionist thinkers perceive more

65 Virtually the only principle motivating George P. Smith, "All's Well That Ends Well: Toward a Policy of Assisted Rational Suicide or Merely Enlightened Self-Determination?" U.C. Davis Law Review 22/2 (1989) 275-419; the decisive one for Parker, "Moral Intuition," and Englehardt (n. 66).


70 "Assisted Suicide" 16. See also Reichel and Dyck, "Euthanasia" 1322.
connections between the sociality and interdependence always valued in Church social teaching, and particular actions relating individuals. Of consequence for euthanasia is the link between creatureliness and dependency as appropriate to the human condition. John Paul II teaches that “the Christian who accepts his own death” and recognizes “his own condition as a creature” “reaches the height of his own human and Christian identity and achieves his ultimate destiny.”

Joseph Schmucker-von Koch adds that human life does not yield its own meaning; infanticide and euthanasia are rooted in the modern idea of self-sufficiency, not the Christian one of creation. Right on target is Richard Gula’s view that “The Catholic community’s challenge in opposing euthanasia is to help convert society from an aggregate of individuals pursuing their self-interests to an interdependent covenantal community.” Along with proper limitation of treatment, a community of care and hospitality might promote collaboration, loyalty and trust, courage and encouragement, and extend supportive care to caregivers and family as well as patients. Euthanasia will be made superfluous, not by condemnations, but by addressing the motivations to choose killing as a last resort: the fears, the distorted values, and the genuine threats medical institutions can pose to freedom and dignity.

Economics and Health Care Policy

A literature on health care distribution in the U.S. is developing so rapidly that mention of it here can be little more than allusive. Roman Catholics join economic questions with the social teaching of the magisterium, and with the “preferential option for the poor.” A particular nexus within the sizeable volume is rationing based on age. The fastest


74 Olivier de Dinechin, S.J., also speaks of “hospitality” to the dying in “The Case for a Medicinal Ethic,” *New Blackfriars* 71 (1990) 325–333. This special issue on AIDS appeared simultaneously in *Lumière et Vie*.

growing age group in the population is 80 and over; that group obviously
demands more chronic and acute medicine than children and younger
adults. A “vertical gap” widens between the least expensive and the most
expensive patients, with a small number in the latter category consuming,
by one estimate, three-quarters of funds available. In favor of age-based
rationing it is argued that (1) a disproportionate amount of healthcare
resources are expended on relatively expensive care for a small population
which stands to benefit relatively little; (2) it is better to confront
constraints on healthcare spending though a rational plan than through
either the present de facto class- and race-based access system, or an
expectation that doctors make bedside allocation decisions; (3) the elderly
would benefit more by attention to the quality of their lives throughout
the aging process than by intensive and sometimes excessive care at the
end of it. A medical controversy exists over whether it is even appro­
priate to consider ICUs and cardiopulmonary resuscitation as ordinarily
beneficial measures for chronically ill older people.

The most articulate proponent of age-sensitive treatment policy has
been Daniel Callahan. Callahan’s basic thesis is that “human commu­
nity” should stress, not unlimited “individual needs,” but “mutual help,
mutual sacrifice, and mutual limits.” The idea that access to health care
can be expanded indefinitely has been encouraged by theories of justice
rooted in self-interest (Rawls, Nozick). Hope that system reorganization
can “avert the need for serious and organized rationing” is self-decep­
tive. But why focus on the elderly? First, there has been a historical
trend toward increased life expectancy for those over 85, along with
increased illness and disability accompanying prolongation of life. It is
“not evident,” according to Callahan, that “adding years to life in and of
itself increases happiness or spiritual development.” “We will have to

76 A 1980 survey, as cited in Paul L. Grimaldi, “A Call to Revolution,” Health Progress
71/6 (1990) 33.
77 Robert Barnet argues that care of the elderly is overmedicalized and overinstitution­
56/1 (1989) 63–70.
78 One debate is: Donald J. Murphy, and David B. Matchar, “Life-Sustaining Therapy:
A Model for Appropriate Use”; W. T. Longstreth, Jr., et al., “Does Age Affect Outcomes of
Out-of-Hospital Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation?”; and Peter G. Tuteur and Susan D.
Tuteur, “Life-Sustaining Therapies in Elderly Persons,” Journal of the American Medical
79 His books, Setting Limits: Medical Goals in an Aging Society (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1987) and What Kind of Life?: The Limits of Medical Progress (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1990) are supplemented by several articles (see below nn. 80–81). “Justice
Between Generations and Health Care for the Elderly” is the theme of an issue of The
ask what kind of life at what kind of cost.” After a natural life span (70 or 80 years), there is not a great evil in death; to fend it off makes insufficient contribution to human welfare to warrant expenditure of healthcare funds when others, including children, are inadequately served. “The elderly can not claim an increased share of health care at the expense of those young people who themselves still need to live long enough to become old.” Edmund Pellegrino commends Callahan in that he “argues for a communitarian rather than an individualistic or marketplace ethic as the moral foundation of health care distribution.” Yet Pellegrino questions, as will others, whether it would still not be possible to find a way to provide what he sees as “needed and necessary care for all.” Whether life-prolongation (often via expensive technologies) in the circumstances Callahan describes is genuinely needed or necessary is exactly the question. Callahan’s age criterion will not win universal acceptance, and may never be implemented as social policy. But his challenge is to seek just and effective distribution of a limited resource expended in enormous quantities at the end of life in a society which subjects aging and death to medicalization, institutionalization, and technological interference without offering the ill or the aged genuinely communal concern.
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